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Description of the subject:
The main aim of the course is to give a concise but broad-scope introduction to our fundamental knowledge
on autism spectrum disorders and their broader phenotype (together: the autism spectrum [ASp]), with a
specific emphasis on results of neurocognitive studies from the last decade and their relevance on clinical
theory and practice.
Topics
 Essentials of history of concepts and theories on autism and AS. Central models of conceptualizing
autism and AS.
 Definition, diagnostic categories, diagnostic procedures, behavioral characteristics, developmental
aspects, variations, endophenotyping.
 Epidemiology and etiology. Genetic susceptibility and environmental risk factors.
 Psychological theorizing on autism and ASp. From early low-level single-mechanism hypothesis to
recent multi-factorial explanatory models. Mapping autistic cognition to autistic behaviour.
 Neural and neurodevelopmental aspects. Brain development trajectories, local and global
connectivity issues, cortical activity regulation issues. Mapping autistic brain to autistic cognition.
 Beyond diagnostic categories: ASp and studies on the broader phenotype.
 Basics on treatment. Early recognition, early intervention, psycho-educational approaches, support
into adulthood.
 Perspectives beyond developmental psychology: illustrations from human rights issues, assistive
technologies and the issue of autistic talent.
For credit, students have to demonstrate a firm knowledge on the central concepts in relation to autism and
ASp, including all the above aspects from topics (1)-(7), with a special emphasis on causal models, cognitionbehaviour mapping, and their relevance to principles of clinical practice and treatment.
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